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Abstract

There are some systems called Supply Chain Manage-
ment system or Value Chain Management system that man-
age production. It is a powerful tool in normal cases, but
in a problem such that some parts are out of stock, it can
solve the problem only by simple solutions, like postponing
shipping of the product. Because it does not have enough
information about production and functions to use the vari-
ous information. Our research is concerned with a system to
integrate information about production and show a solution
to help users to judge which way is better to solve the prob-
lem. We implemented a prototype system. It takes inputs
of some information that were not integrated in one place
in former systems, but distributed among systems, people,
or sections. It shows a solution for a problem making use
of the information integrated in the system. The solution
comes as process of reasoning to help user to judge what
is the best to do in the case. We also implemented the user
interface to show the process of reasoning.

1. Introduction

We already have several commercial systems to support
production in factories. They are called Supply Chain Man-
agement system (SCM) or Value Chain Management Sys-
tem. They manage accepting an order, arranging various
parts, composing a production, ensuring the date of delivery
and shipping it to a customer. They reduce inventories, pro-
vide productions to market speedy and improve customer’s
satisfaction.

These systems support the best suited production when
everything is going well. However, when a problem is oc-
curred in any place of production process, it will be hard to
judge what is the best solution for the problem.

Now we think about an example. If a kind of parts were
out of stock, how does it solved? The factory can just post-
pone to compose a product, or they also can use other part
that is compatible with the part. The decision have to be

done by the business policy, but it was almost impossible
and tend to be stuck into a local optimality, because of lack
of information about production for a manager.

In this research, we propose a system to stock and man-
age information about production, to help judging the best
solution in the production process. We also provide an inter-
face to show the result visually to help users understand the
reason why the system propose the solution as the best one.
We now present a prototype system based on our proposal
in this paper.

Our research is based on reasoning procedure is given
in [14], which follows the notation of [6] in relation to the
fixpoint semantics as in [13] and [16]. We have studied an
application of the reasoning [9]. It assists to choose a way
of parallelizing a program based on knowledge for paral-
lelizing compilers [1].

The construction of a managing system with reference to
PC composition processes is briefly formulated in [15]. The
paper demonstrates abstract structures of its semantics and
visualization. In this paper, we develop a prototype system
based on the structure with another visualization.

In our system, the user interface is important. To let users
judge if the result is reasonable, and choose the best solution
that is suited to the administrative policy, we demonstrate
the process of reasoning as a set of trees.

There are various researches about visualization of trees
[2], [7], [8], [10], [11], [12]. In the system that we describe
in this paper, we use GraphViz [3], [4] to visualize trees.
It is a group of tools implemented by various methods of
visualization. The figures of a tree we show in this paper
are displayed by ZGRViewer1.

1It is developed by Dr. Emmanuel Pietriga.
http://zvtm.sourceforge.net/zgrviewer.html
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2. Management of Electronics Product Com-
position

2.1. Aspects of Electronics Production Area

In this paper, we think about the electronics production
area. A specific characteristic in this area is that semicon-
ductor parts need huge investment to be produced. There-
fore, the most of vendors of the parts are big companies,
compared with other area like the car production.

There is a method called “kanban” system [5] in order
to compress inventories, and also reduce the risk to run out
of parts. It is mainly used in the car production area. A car
producer has only few parts stocks, usually just for one or
two days production. Every part comes with a tag called
“kanban”, and when a part is used on a production line, the
kanban is collected. The collected kanbans will be sent to
parts vendors, then they receive kanbans and start produc-
ing parts, bringing them to the production line very often to
avoid shortage of parts.

In the area of electronics production, the “kanban” sys-
tem has difficulty to be applied. Because the most of parts
vendors are too big to follow the system.

Therefore when producers compress inventories, they
will have risks of running out of parts. This can be a prob-
lem on the production line.

2.2. The Work Flow of the System

Being out of stock of a part results in delay of finish-
ing products composition. To solve this problem, there are
some solutions at accepting an order, production or ship-
ping.

The first solution is to absorb the problem at the accept-
ing an order. It means asking the customer to agree the
delay of the product. If the customer accepts the delay of
the ordered product, the problem will be solved.

Another solution is to absorb it at the production sec-
tion. When the design of the product is being done, de-
signers make sets of compatible parts for a part. The set
contains some parts which are compatible, such as some
resistors that have the same resistance with different accu-
racy, memory boards that have various speed memory chips,
and CPUs with different clock-speeds. In a normal case,
the production section uses the “default” part, which is the
cheapest one. When the default part is out of stock, they
can choose another part from the set, usually it is of higher
grade and more expensive than the default part.

Yet another solution is to absorb it at the shipping sec-
tion. A higher speed shipping way, like express mail, can
solve the delay of production.

In this research, we handle the case of problem that is
out of stock.

The system has four subsystems which deal with the fol-
lowing information as their databases respectively.

• Design information

• Order

• Shipping information

• Inventory information

The design information contains a parts list for a product,
and also information about part compatibility.

The order means what product is ordered.
The shipping information is the number of days and the

cost that are needed to ship a product from the factory to the
customer.

The inventory information is a quantity of every kind of
parts that are stocked in the factory.

The output of the system is a set of solutions for an order.
If there is no problem on producing the ordered product,
the system shows a solution without condition. If there is a
problem, the system shows the candidates for the solution
with conditions which indicate a shortage of parts. A man-
ager who has the responsibility for the product can know the
situation about the production, and judge which solution is
the best suited to the administrative policy. The adminis-
trative policy would be like the priority among many candi-
dates such as the cheaper cost, the quicker delivery, and so
on.

2.3. An Example of the System Flow

Our system handles information as a logic program. We
use the way to write a logic program as in [14]. We give an
example in this subsection.

The design information

We think of a personal computer. A PC has some parts
to be built. The following clause states that:

PC ← board, power supply,
body case, hard drive,
CDROM drive, keyboard,mouse

The each part has some parts to be built.

board ← bare board, A1, A2, chip resistor,
CPU, bus bridge, memory, powerpod,
USB controller

where A1 is a bypass condenser for a place on a board, and
A2 is a bypass condenser placed for another place on the
board.
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Some parts have a list including more than one part to be
applicable. The top item of the list is the default part. In the
following, the negation sign “∼” is operationally interpreted
as “negation as failure” as studied in [6]

A1 ← a21

A1 ← a22,∼ a21

A1 ← a23,∼ a22

A1 ← a24,∼ a23

(1)

A2 ← a22

A2 ← a23,∼ a22

A2 ← a24,∼ a23

(2)

where a21,a22,a23,a24 are all chip condensers with different
accuracy. The item in a lower place in the list has finer
accuracy and higher price. a21 is the default for A1, a22 is
the default for A2.

There must be similar rules for another part. However,
we omit them in this paper.

Order

An order will be placed from the interface shown as Fig-
ure 1. It is implemented on the www system. We have a
subsystem to translate the order from the www interface to
a logic program. The order from Figure 1 is represented by
a logic program as follows:

PC ← SpaceSavingCase, ProcesserA3G,
PC1300256MB,ATA120GB,
CDRWwDV D, WirelessKBM

Inventory information

About inventory information, we have a subsystem that
handles numbers of stocked parts. It returns an answer to a
query from the system. The answer is given like the follow-
ing.

a21 ←
a22 ←

These are given only for parts in stock. Parts that are out of
stock will not be shown in a list.

Shipping information

We also have a subsystem to handle shipping informa-
tion. The system sends a query to the subsystem, and re-
ceives an answer. The answer is like the following.

Ship a21 ←
Ship a22 ←

Figure 1. An interface to accept an order.

These mean that the product will reach a customer on the
date promised when the customer made an order, even if the
factory waits for a part a21 and a22. If they cannot send a
product on the date with waiting for a part a23, the entry for
a23 will not be generated.

When we receive an order for the normal case, that is,
there are enough stock of parts to build an ordered product,
the system just chooses default parts, then outputs an in-
struction to build a product with the default parts, reserves
shipping and answers the customer the date of delivery.

On the other hand, if there are parts out of stock, it is
another problem. In this case, the system shows candidates
for solutions.

3. How to Visualize a Result of the System

We implement a management system to derive the solu-
tion from an order and other information. The system con-
sists of the derivation engine and four subsystems to manage
information. These engine and subsystems are implemented
by Java. Its formal description is briefly described in Sec-
tion 4. The system has an interface to accept an order, and
has a function to show the result visually. The result will be
shown as a process of reasoning, in a form of a tree.

An example is shown as in Figure 2. Nodes in the figure
are goals. The final goal is the target to be built in a factory.
It is shown as the root node which is placed at the top of
Figure 2. It will be broken in subgoals that are conditions
to make the final goal succeeded. The figure is an overview,
each part of the tree can be magnified to see its detail on
demand.

The system will break the final goal to subgoals, then it
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Figure 2. An overview of a result.

Figure 3. A case succeeded with a default part.

will reach the leaf that cannot be broken anymore. After it
reached the leaf, the system will know if the subtree is suc-
ceeded or failed. The white nodes are succeeded goals. The
colored nodes are failed goals. The oval node means that if
the condition written on the node is succeeded, the goal of
the node is also succeeded. Oppositely, the rectangle node
means that if the condition written on the node is failed, the
goal of the node is succeeded.

Now we see small examples in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Figure
3 shows an illustration that the goal is succeeded with a de-
fault part a21. We can get the figure from the logic program
(1) with A1 as a goal. The root node is white, it indicates
that the goal is succeeded, with the white child node on the
left end.

Figure 4 shows that the default part is out of stock and

failed with it, but the other solutions are shown. We can get
the figure from the following logic program (3) with A2 as
a goal.

A2 ← a21

A2 ← a22,∼ a21

A2 ← Ship a21,∼ a21

a22 ←
Ship a21 ←

(3)

We can see the result, and know that both of the white child
nodes are possible solutions. The manager can judge which
one is better suited to the administrative policy and choose
one of them. The system will issue an instruction with the
solution the manager chooses.

Figure 5 shows that the all alternative solutions were
failed. We can get the figure from the logic program (3)
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Figure 4. A case succeeded with an alterna-
tive part or rapid shipping.

except the last two lines. The manager must postpone the
shipping of the product, and ask the customer to be late to
receive the product they ordered basically. But the system
shows that the reason why the derivation was failed. In this
case, a part a21 and a22 are both out of stock, and use a
rapid shipment with waiting for a part a21 is also failed.
Therefore the manager can know what should be fixed to
solve this stuck situation. The manager can ask a part ven-
dor if they can provide the part a21 or a22. If it is possible,
the manager can input the new condition to the system, and
have a new solution after the system is derived again.

4. Design and Semantics of Management

In this section, we sketch a formal design of management
in terms of semantic functions, with reference to the paper
regarding the normal logic program semantics as in [14].

The management for the order of a customer is inter-
preted by the (semantic) functions, where:

(a) The customer ordering is captured by the function
Client whose income is for inventory and shipping
information described as a database (by a logic pro-
gram), and whose outcome is for the acquired knowl-
edge that is a set of candidates for a solution.

(b) The management is regarded as the function
Consultant which gets design information de-
scribed as a database (by a logic program) from an
operation.

(c) The management implements the function
Acquisition for a query in accordance with the

Figure 5. A case failed in all alternative solu-
tions.

ordering and a database (which is a union of cus-
tomer’s inventory and shipping information, and
management’s design information).

With the notations in [14] for the normal logic program
and the goal, and with the basic domains:

(i) Database: a set of databases (described by normal
logic programs),

(ii) Goal: a set of goals, and

(iii) 2S : the powerset of sets of negative literals (i.e.
negated atoms),

we define the semantic functions as follows:

Client : Income → Database,
Client : Outcome → Database → Goal → 2S ,
Consultant : Operation → Database,
Acquisition : Goal → Database → 2S ,

where on condition that we let

Client[[Income]]= P1,
Consultant[[Operation]]= P2,

we have:

∆ ∈ Client[[Outcome]](P1 ∪ P2)g
⇔ ∆ ∈ Acquisition[[g]](P1 ∪ P2).

Note that we must define the predicate:

∆ ∈ Acquisition[[g]]P
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by means of the relation definition of [14] iff sucp(g; ∅; ∆),
that is, the goal g induces the set ∆ (by negation as failure)
for a given problem P.

Theorem [14]: If we have the predicate sucp(g; ∅; ∆),
then the reasoning is consistently sound.

As well, a management is made by the semantic function
Acquisition. By the definition, we have:

Proposition :

∆ ∈ Client[[Outcome]](P1 ∪ P2)g ⇔ sucP1∪P2(g; ∅; ∆),

where

P1 = Client[[income]],
P2 = Consultant[[Outcome]].

Note that the predicate ∆ ∈ Client[[Outcome]]Pg
means the suggestive set ∆ for a program P and a goal g
(in relation to the query).

The set ∆ is the one gained as acquired knowledge by
means of the management for the customer ordering.

5. Concluding Remarks

We show a system that integrates information about pro-
duction, and help managers to solve problem cases, with
showing candidates for solutions and the process by which
the system derives the solution.

We introduced the system we implemented as a proto-
type. It contains

• a derivation engine,

• www-type user interface for ordering,

• four subsystems which handle order, design, invento-
ries and shipping information, respectively, and

• a system to visualize the result.

The result is displayed as a tree of process of reasoning.
We show also that the system is useful to help managers
recognizing the situation of problems.

We also show through the system that it is important to
show the process to derive the solution, to help the man-
ager judge which is the best suited solution to their admin-
istrative policy. The manager can have a key to solve the
problem to which the system cannot find the solution.
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